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Arguments



Argument #1 - General Purpose Architecture 

● A single, versatile and general purpose architecture for ALL modalities

● Minimal changes to the vision transformer so that the learned model can transfer its 

weights to various frameworks and tasks

● DropToken reduces FLOPs quadratically → low complexity

DropToken



Argument #2 - Self-supervised Learning (SSL) from video dataset is important 

● Video datasets are relatively small compared with image datasets

● SSL let video models be trained from scratch on large-scale, unlabeled data

● Previous method (TimeSFormer) need to be first pre-trained on ImageNet, the model are 

naturally biased by image-based models



Argument #2 - Self-supervised Learning (SSL) from video dataset is important 

● VATT is the first ViT backbone that is pre-trained from scratch using self-supervision on 

multimodal videos and achieves state-of-the-art results on video action recognition

MoCo v3, submitted Apr 2021 (DINO submitted Apr 2021)



Argument #3 - VATT shows more significant performance improvements

VATT on video recognition accuracy DINO on image classification accuracy

Throughput drops 
significantly when 
switching to 8 by 8 



Argument #4 - Scalability

● VATT shows that performance can be improved when scaling up the model

● DINO only trained with relatively small backbones: ViT-S and ViT-B

ViT settings tested in VATT experiments 



Paper Battle: 
Arguments in favour of DINO



Argument 1: Motivation 

● DINO has been proposed with the motivation of interpreting self-supervised 
ViTs, that bring forth very unique properties (scene layout and powerful 
features), something not done before. 

● Meanwhile VATT is more of an application paper that simply adopts 
self-supervised learning to multimodal data, without any motivation to study 
insights in the paradigm.

● Thus, DINO probably makes a bigger contribution to the scientific community!



Argument 2: Quality of features learned

● DINO achiever higher top-1 accuracy on ImageNet compared to VATT

● Even the simple k-NN evaluation on raw features is very close (1%) to that 
obtained by VATT after pre-training + fine-tuning.

● Thus, we can say that DINO yields richer features compared to VATT



Argument 3: Negative-free self-supervised approach

● DINO is non-contrastive whereas VATT is contrastive

● Hence, VATT requires larger batch sizes so that it has a lot of negative pairs, 
while that is not required in DINO

● Reducing batch size leads to severe performance drops for VATT (right) but 
not much for DINO (left)



Argument 4: Impact on research community

● Cited 7x more than VATT; significantly greater research impact across the 
vision community (blogs, discussions, podcasts, videos…!)


